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REPORT OF CITY MANAGER
I
Honorable Mayor and City Council 
Auburn, Maine
Gentlemen:
Another year has come to a close, the twelfth under the Council- 
Manager charter. In accordance with its provisions I am submitting 
to you and through you to the citizens of Auburn an account of our 
stewardship of the City’s business during the year 1929.
Many improvements long desired have come to fruition. Most 
noticeable of these is the new unit to Edward Little High School now 
closed in and being pushed rapidly to completion. Behind this addition 
and other items bespeaking advancement lie years of constructive 
building and planning. Yes, and more, years of unselfish devotion to 
the C ity’s welfare by those the people have seen fit to elect to office. 
In the four years that it has been my good fortune to serve Auburn 
I have never heard race, creed, color or politics discussed within the 
council chamber and therein I believe is the underlying reason for 
whatever of success there may have been.
There is much that remains to be done. Yet we should go forward 
with caution for, during the coming three years, we must jump our last 
big hurdle of old refunded debt. And it so happens that it comes at a 
time when we are undergoing a period of marked business depression.
As a part iof this report are two charts one of the City’s debt 
and one graphically showing our organization together with pertinent 
figures on the budget and debt and some general data. These charts 
will be illuminating to one who will study them.
Facts and figures on the succeeding pages tell their own story, but 
I should like to add to them my sincere thanks to the officers and 
personnel of the various departments for their efforts in behalf of 
the City.
Very respectfully yours,
F. W. FORD, Jr.,
City Manager.
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1929—A GENERAL REVIEW
Finances
The books were closed with a cash balance of $66,317.41. Of this, 
$57,163.44 remains from the $200,000.00 bond issue for the construction 
of a new unit to the High School, and $5,502.88 from the financing of 
Denison Street fill thus leaving an actual cash balance from taxation 
of $3,651.09.
The State tax was increased by $22,078 an equivalent of one and 
one-eighth mill in the tax rate and necessitated raising our rate from 
35 to 36 mills.
$40,200 was paid to debt redemption exclusive of interest.
Heavy losses in valuation nearly counterbalanced the gains.
The business depression materially affected the tax collections and 
had it not been for the auto excise tax serious embarrassment might have 
been caused to the budget.
Electrical Department
The fire alarm system was rezoned, eleven new boxes added, three 
and one-half miles of new circuits run, and two and one-half miles of 
old circuits replaced.
A modern police alarm control desk was installed and anticipates 
our needs for years to come.
Fire Department
An Ahrens-Fox high pressure pumper of 750 gallons capacity was 
purchased also a great amount of miscellaneous equipment. Five men 
were added to the permanent force.
• The Chief and a lieutenant were sent to the Boston fire school 
and were both certified.
As of November 1st the City went into Class B insurance which 
gives to dwellings within two miles o f a fire station a reduction in 
insurance rates of sixty cents on each thousand, and to mercantile risks 
if not sprinkled thirty cents per thousand of insurance.
Fire losses during the year amounted to $66,554.13 or $3.69 per 
capita.
Health Department
Dr. E. Leathers became acting health officer on November 1st replac­
ing Dr. Dumont who resigned to go to New Britain, Conn.
Much effective work was accomplished in blotting out a threatened 
epidemic of small pox.
Communicable diseases showed a slight increase over the preceeding 
year as also did the infant mortality rate.
Highway Department
The West Auburn Road was completed to the Minot Line and also 
continued from West Auburn to the North Auburn School. Also 
another mile was built on the South River Road or a total of 25,620 
feet under State Aid.
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4,850 feet of the South Auburn Road was constructed under Third 
Class State Aid.
A second Linn tractor which was purchased not only increased the 
efficiency of our snow removal service but has so added to our hauling 
capacity that 42,176 yards of gravel were placed upon the roads.
There are now 67.2 miles of bituminous treated roads as against 
38.i miles in 1925, a gain of approximately 7.5 miles per year during the 
past four years.
Parks
The dam in Pettengill Park was rebuilt in concrete, further grading 
was done on the junior athletic field and the grading of the New 
Auburn Park was completed, the area seeded and shrubs planted.
Police Department
Total arrests 220 as against 225 in 1928.
Traffic control lights installed at Court and Turner Streets and 
Court and Main Streets have effectively controlled traffic and have 
relieved one officer from traffic duty. This officer strengthens the night 
force where formerly the night captain was alone at the station to 
handle all calls.
•
Permanent Improvements
The new unit to the High School was commenced in August and 
should be completed in May. The old building was renovated, the boiler 
taken from it and a fire proof stairwall added in the link connecting it 
to the new unit. We now have a modern plant that should care for our 
needs for years to come. The new unit will cost approximately 
$190,000.00, renovating the old $20,000 and equipment for both $30,000 
or a total cost of about $240,000.00.
Crystal Springs curve realignment was completed in time for the 
heavy summer traffic.
Mechanics Row was paved in concrete.
3,360.5 square yards of cement sidewalks were placed.
REPORT OF ASSESSORS
E. A. WHITNEY, Chairman
D. R. BRTOGS 
M. G. FROST
VALUATION
Resident. Real Estate, $12,681,130
Non-Resident, Real Estate, 3,161,985
Resident, Personal Estate, 3,564,065
Non-Resident, Personal Estate, 248,270
Total, $19,655,450
Number of polls taxed, 5,533— Exempt. 204.
Total Commitment, $724,195.20—Tax Rate, 36 mills.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
Stock in trade valuation, $ 1,739,405
Machinery (not taxed as real estate), 300,630
Autos (3,247) Valuation, 826,100
Musical Instruments and Radios Valuation, 232,175
Furniture Valuation, 279,875
Live Stock Valuation, 115,825
Live Stock (Exempt), 14,220
Number of horses and mules taxed, 671.
Number of cows and oxen taxed, 1,726.
E. A. WHITNEY, Chairman.
REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTION
F. H. WILLEY, Inspector
Number of Permits granted, 235
Number ^of inspections, 161
Number "not requiring inspection, 74
Fees collected and turned over to Treasurer, $99.50
REPORT OF CITY HOME
REX BRIDGES, Superintendent 
GENEVA BRIDGES, Matron
On December 31st 1929 there were sixteen inmates at the City Home, 
eleven of whom were male and four female. Of the male inmates there 
were ten over sixty years of age. One was in good health, two blind, 
two crippled and in a sickly condition and six feeble minded. There 
were three women over sixty years of age, one blind, one mentally 
deficient and two in sickly condition requiring dressing. During the 
year there were four who came and left the Home. There were four 
deaths and seven inmates admitted.
The total receipts from the Farm were $7,457.72 of which amount 
we received from the sale of pigs $3,321.81, sale of other stock $1,069.80 
sale of potatoes, hay, milk and other produce $2,324.61. Receipts from 
outside labor $74.50, refunds from individuals for board and care 
$639.00, rental of land for electric light poles $28.00.
The total amount received from the sale of pigs in the last six 
years is $20,569.27 making an average of $3,428.31 therefor the income 
for the year 1929 fell below the average in the amount of $106.50 this 
being due to the fact that the sale of pork was at its lowest level in 
the year 1929.
The total expenditures for the year were $14,621.44 and deducting 
the above total receipts of $7,457.72 making a net cost of the operation 
of the Farm, (collection of garbage, purchase of a garbage truck, 1 pick­
up truck, repairs to buildings, board and care of fifteen inmates and 
nine persons who labor at the Home, fuel, lights and all general 
expenses) $7,163.72. Previous to the year 1929 an amount of $2,200
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has been appropriated for the collection of garbage therefor this amount 
is reduced making a net cost of $4,963.72.
During the year an inspector of the State Department of Public 
Welfare visited the City Home and stated that we had one of the best 
Homes in the State of Maine.
i
/ ----------
REPORT OF ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
JOSEPH C. KEENE, Electrician
The outstanding work for the year on the fire alarm circuit was 
renumbering the boxes according to zones. This being done to make 
room for more boxes and to simplify the handling of the water pressure.
By the installation of a fast and slow time transformer at the Fire 
Alarm Station one complete round of the box is registered at all 
stations before the signal is heard by the public, giving the department 
a chance to get well under way before the traffic is aware of the 
alarm.
Three and one-half miles of wire has been run to install eleven 
new boxes. We replaced two and one-half miles of old wire with 
insulated copperclad wire.
A traffic horn was put in at the corner of Court and Turner Streets.
The old police desk was renewed and two flash lights installed. 
This desk is adequate for twenty-five flash lights and as many more 
police boxes as the City will need for many years.
Ninety permits for wiring were granted and $89.00 collected.
The largest job of wiring was the rewiring of Edward Little High 
School.
The Forestry department removed many trees during the past year 
and the shade trees on Pleasant Street were trimmed and repaired by 
a crew of experts.
REPORT OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
V. E. CARGION, Chief
I herewith submit the report of the Fire Department for the year 
•ending December 31, 1929.
Full Time and Personnel
At the Central Fire Station there are fifteen men including the 
Chief and Deputy. At the New Auburn Station three men. At the 
Auburn Heights Station two men.
Call Department
Hook and Ladder Company— Captain and eight men. Hose Company 
No. 1— three men. Hose Company No. 2—Captain and six men. Engine 
Company No. 1— Captain and three men. Engine Company No. 2— 
Captain and six men. Engine Company No. 3— Captain and six men. 
Substitutes— three men. Fire Police— Two men.
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Improvements made during the Year
An Ahrens-Fox high pressure pumper of 750 gallons capacity was. 
purchased, four permanent men added, emergency telephone line 
installed, and much miscellaneous equipment bought to conform to Class 
B requirements.
Central station floor completed in concrete, added dormitory facilities 
given, hose washer and hose hoist rebuilt. New running boards were 
installed in all stations and a second fire alarm circuit run to each.
On separate lists are presented the apparatus and equipment which—  
should be condemned also recommendations for improvements. Class- 
B Insurance rates were established as of November 1.
Gasoline and Oil Consumption in Fire Department Trucks 
During the Year 1929
Ladder No. 1 
Engine No. 1 
Engine No. 2 
Engine No. 3 
Hose No. 1 
Hose No. 2
Gasoline
109 gals. 
175 gals. 
572 gals. 
431 gals. 
110% gals
110 gals.
Oil
5 gals. 
7% gals. 
56% gals. 
50 gals. 
1% gals. 
1% gals.
Mileage 
86 miles 
249 miles 
571 miles 
486 miles 
503 miles 
402 miles
Total 1,507% gals. 122 gals. 2,297 miles
Pumping Hours Including Tests and Fires
Engine No. 1 
Engine No. 2 
Engine No. 3
5 hours 50 minutes. 
27 hours 30 minutes. 
59 hours.
Total 92 hours 20 minutes.
Value of buildings and contents,
Loss on buildings and contents,
Insurance on buildings and contents,
Insurance paid on buildings and contents,
Loss over insurance paid on buildings and contents,
$716,607.59'
66,554.13
482,202.20
63,133.69
3,063.00
The Department has answered 284 calls during the year as follows:
66 Bell Alarms.
201 Still Alarms.
9 Automatic Alarms.
8 Chief Calls.
Of these calls, 11 have been false, and 67 outside the hydrant limit. 
There have been twenty-five fires where the Department has not been 
called. The Department has used 3,350 gallons of chemical of which 
711 gallons was used for outside fires.
The Department has used 48,900 feet of hose of which 8,500 was 
used for fires outside the hydrant limit.
The loss from fires outside the hydrant limit was $6,866.00 and the 
loss due from fires where the Department was not called was $2,990.51.
There have been 256 buildings inspected by this Department in the 
past year. One hundred of these have been inspected three times an(L 
fifty of them have been inspected twice, while the remainder have been 
inspected only once.
Sixty per cent of the total inspections have been found to be good. 
Twenty per cent have been found to be fair and twenty per cent have;
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been found to be very bad, that is dirty, rubbish piled in places which 
make fire hazzards very prominent.
Forty drill sessions for the entire Department have been held duripg 
the year for instructions as to the use of apparatus and equipment.
In conclusion I wish to thank the City Manager, and through you the 
Maypr and Council for the support given me and willingness to do all 
in tljeir power to increase the efficiency of the Department. I also wish 
to thank the officers and all members of the Department for the 
faithful performance of all duties.
REPORT OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DR, ENOCH LEATHERS, Health Officer
I herewith submit to you and to the Honorable Mayor and City 
Council of Auburn, the annual report of the Health Department 
activities.
New appointments made during the year were: Miss Louise Jackson 
as Secretary replacing Mrs. Mary West, resigned, and Enoch Leathers, 
M.D., as Health Officer following the resignation of L. J. Dumont, M.D.
Detailed monthly reports of the activities of this department have 
been regularly submitted aud are available at all times. This annual 
report will be devoted to only such statistics as will show the scope and 
the results of department activities for the year.
The number of communicable diseases reported this year were, 596. 
This shows a slight increase over 1928 when 536 cases were reported. 
Whooping cough has decreased from 86 to 80, Chickenpox from 152 to 
71 this year, Diphtheria has increased from 7 in 1928 to 11 daring 
1929 while Scarlet Fever has decreased from 42 to 23.
We have followed the policy of previous years by having campaigns 
for immunization against diphtheria and smallpox. There were 129 
vaccinated and 69 who had toxin anti-toxin treatment against diphtheria. 
Parents are strongly urged to avail themselves of these opportunities 
to protect their children from preventable diseases.
The total number of specimens examined in the laboratory during 
the year was 62; swabs for diphtheria 44; smears for gonorrhea 12; 
sputum for tuberculosis 6.
The regular free laboratory service to local physicians was offered 
by this department.
Vital statistics for the year 1929 show a birth rate of 13.41 per 1000 
population and a death rate of 11.75 per 1000 population. The infant 
mortality rate was 102.4 per 1000 births. The actual figures were, births: 
Males, 131; Females, 113; Total, 244. Deaths: Males, 115; Females, 99; 
Total, 214. Of the deaths 25 were infants under one year of age and 
ten were stillbirths.
The following report was submitted by Miss Shirley Davis, School 
Nurse, for 1929:
189 visits to schools and inspection of all pupils enrolled in both 
city and rural schools excepting E. L. II. S. 229 pupils were examined 
by a physician and 355 by a dentist.
Defects found were as follows, Eyes, 212; Ears, 11; Teeth, 949; 
Throats, 163; Mouth breathers, 80; Heart, 19; Mouth, 2; Voice, 2; 
Posture, 5; Scalp, 1; Shoulder, 1.
Defects corrected were: Eyes, 47; Ears, 5; Teeth, 155; Throats, 38; 
Mouth breathers, 37; Scalp, 1; Shoulder, 1.
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The number of parents receiving notiee9 of physical defects in 
•children was 1094.
Eighteen children were referred or token to doctors from this 
office. Exclusions from school because of infectious disease numbered 
67. These children were readmitted when cured.
The annual vaccination clinics were held during the school session 
this year at the school rooms; 129 were vaccinated and 69 received toxin 
anti-toxin.
Home visits made to defective or ill pupils totaled 264. Approxi­
mately one-fourth of the pupils who have not had corrections have had 
either the advice of their physician or partial corrections.
Assistance was given in the eye test of Civil Service examinations 
held at this office.
The following work was done by the Health Officer during the 
year:
Call for infectious disease. 185; for insanity, 5: for Vital Statistics, 
3; nuisances, 1; 231 school children were examined for physical defects; 
351 were readmitted to school; 16 were excluded because of infectious 
disease; Health Talks numbered 2; 44 swabs were examined for 
diphtheria, smears for gonorrhea, 12, and sputum for tuberculosis, 6.
Civil Service examinations (physical) were give-' 12.
During the year the sanitary inspector made 1.954 inspections of 
stores, industrial plants and other institutions, the nature of which had 
bearing on the Public Health. Of these, 131 were nuisance investiga­
tions, 24 of which were abated. 161 calls were made pertaining to 
quarantine regulations.
The Milk Inspector analyzed during the year, 260 samples of 
milk and cream finding 12 to be below standard.
The Plumbing Inspector, Mr. John Lawler, reports: Number jobs 
tested, 86; 103 inspected; Consultations with plumbers, 7; Installations 
in new buildings, 29; New work in old buildings, 57; 103 instances of 
repair work; 2 inspections of plumbing in filling stations; in apartments, 
1; convents, 1; garages, 1; school rooms, 1; lunch carts, 2; laundries, 1.
REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
F, W. FORD, Jr., Supt. of Streets
The intensive program of the past four years on the graveling of 
residential and through roads, and following as fast as feasible with 
asphalt, oil or tar is gradually showing results. As of 1929 we have 
67.2 miles of surface-treated roads as against 38.1 miles at the close 
of 1925, or an increase of approximately 7.5 miles per year.
During the year 42,176 yards of gravel we/e placed, while nearly 
150,000 gallons of asphalt, oil or tar were applied. That the equipment 
placed in the department is paying for itself is attested by the amount 
of gravel placed this year as against 13,610 yards in 1925 and in the 
expense of $104,569.68 as against $117,397.42 in 1925.
A new Linn tractor and plow were purchased during the year making 
a total investment of $27,831.00 on equipment from which we have 
received in rental from the state $21,895.64, leaving a net cost of 
$5,935.36.
Except for the December ice storm 24-hour service was given for 
all snow storms necessitating plowing of streets and sidewalks.
The West Auburn road was constructed from the Spring Road through
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West Auburn to the Minot State Aid road. The road from West Auburn 
to North Auburn was completed to the North Auburn school while 
another mile was added on the South River road. These, totaling 25,620' 
lineal feet of road, were done under First Class State Aid.
4,850 feet of the South Auburn road were completed under Third 
Class' State Aid.
2/1 catch basins were built, and 1,630 feet of culvert pipe were 
placed. 2,108 feet of cement and tar concrete were resurfaced. 3,360.47 
square yards of new cement sidewalks built.
REPORT OF LEGAL DEPARTMENT
FRED H. LANCASTER, Solicitor
I wish to respectfully submit my report as City Solicitor of the City 
of Auburn for the year 1929. I will not attempt to enumerate in 
detail the matters which have been referred to me for consideration 
and upon which I have given legal opinions to the City.
During the year I have been called upon to advise the City in a number 
of important matters.
Several new ordinances have been enacted during the year, the most 
important being the ordinance relative to the traffic signals.
The City has, however, been most fortunate in matters of litigation 
and very few suits have been brought against the City and in none of 
those brought has the Court decided that the City should pay any money 
for damages.
The City of Auburn was successful in petitioning the Public Utilities 
Commission for signals at the grade crossing on the Old Hotel Road.
The City was also successful in an important suit against the Town 
of Buckfield, relative to the pauper settlement of Edward Paradis. 
Justice Morrell sustained the contention of the City of Auburn, which 
will mean a saving to the City of several thousands of dollars.
My work in connection with the Civil Service Commission consisted o f 
preparing two examinations for the purpose of selecting new men for 
the Fire and Police Departments.
From my standpoint as City Solicitor, I wish to say that the City 
of Auburn was most fortunate in having a most efficient Mayor, City 
Manager and Council, all men of the highest business ability, and that 
because of such careful business administration, the City of Auburn 
during the year of 1929 was practically free of any mistakes which 
could invite litigation.
It has been a pleasure to servo as City Solicitor with the City 
Government of 1929 and from them I have had the most loyal co-operation.
REPORT OF PLANNING BOARD
H. E. BUMPUS, Chairman 
S. G. SMITH 
A. H. CONANT
The Planning Board presents the following report for the year 1929: 
Shade Trees— Care has been given in a general way to all the shade 
trees in the City. Several trees have been removed and in almost every 
case others have been planted to replace them. This is in accordance 
with the rule to have new trees of the proper kind planted, when dead 
or damaged trees are removed.
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Five Hundred Dollars was paid the John Lucas Tree Expert Co. to 
treat and trim the trees on Pleasant Street and in E. L. H. S. park. 
This proved very successful and we recommend that this plan continue 
each year. The severe ice storm did much damage to the trees; it will 
take several years to remedy them.
Parks—The park at New Auburn was graded and seeded, it is- in 
good condition to lay out the walks and set shrubs the coming season.
Pettengill Park continues to be the attractive place for winter 
sports. The new dam built this season makes it easier to control the 
■water, making the skating area larger. Some work was done on the 
junior athletic field. We expect to have it in shape for the junior games 
this season.
Cleveland Ave. Park was improved and made an attractive place 
for baseball and football. Progress has been made on the plans for 
plotting and zoning the City. We hope in the near future to present 
these plans to the Council for inspection.
REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
H. W. ROWE, Chief
The activities of the Police Department for the year ending December
31, 1929 are as follows:
Total number of arrests taken before Court, 303
Total number of arrests by Officers of this Department, 220
RECORD OF OFFENSES
Assault, 4
Assault and Battery, 5
Assault with intent to steal, 3
Attempting to operate auto intoxicated, ’ 1
Attempting to obtain money under false pretenses, 1
Buying junk from minor, 1
Bench warrant, 1
Cheating by false pretenses, 2
Carelessly shooting human being, 1
Cutting corners, . 5
Driving without lights, 1
Driving over fire hose, 4
Desertion of minor child, 1
Desertion, 2
Defaulting, 2
Escaped from Pownal, 1
Fuedtive from Justice, ' 1
For Lewiston Police, 1
Held for Grand Jury, 1
Issuing checks without funds, 3
Intoxication, 60
Intoxication and disturbance, 24
Insane, ' 6
Indecent exposure, 1
Keeping hens without permit, 1
Larceny, 15
Liquor nuisance, 2
Lewd and lascivious cohabitation, 2
Leaving scene of accident without making self known, 2
Manslaughter, 3
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Non-Support, 7
Operating auto intoxicated, 7
Obstructing fire apparatus, 1
Operating motor vehicle not properly registered, 1
Operating a still,
Reckless operating of automobile,
1
1
Shop/ lifting,
Search and seizure,
1
6
Speeding, 8
Stopping opposite another car, 1
Selling mortgaged property,
Taking auto without owner’s consent,
1
2
Threatening to do violence, 1
Unlawful Possession, 9
Unlawful manufacture, 5
Unlawful transporting, 5
Vagrancy, 2
Violation of pure food law, 1
Violation of school attendance law, 2
Wanton conduct, 1
220
DISPOSITION OF CASES
Appealed, 28
Bound over, 18
Continued for hearing, 1
Committed to jail, 41
Committed to insane hospital, 6
Continued for thirty days, 1
Continued indefinitely, 1
Delivered to sheriff, 8
Delivered to Officers of other Cities, 14
Discharged, 10
Given time to pay, 11
No. indictment found before Grand Jury, 1
Nol Prossed, 10
Ordered by court to pay wife, * 3
Placed on Probation, 11
Placed under bonds to keep the peace, 1
Paid and discharged, 58
Peturned to state school for boys, 1
Sentence suspended, 1
220
NATIONALITY OF THOSE ARRESTED
American
French,
Irish,
Greek,
Hebrew,
Scotch,
German,
/ 101 
95 
14 
1 
7 
1 
1
220
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Number of lodgers for year, 
Number of automobiles tagged this 
Number of autos licensed for year,
Received for 36 licenses,
Paid City Treasurer,
One license not called for.
year, 138
• 35
$45.00
45.00
216
MISCELLANEOUS
Goods reported lost or stolen to the value of, 
Goods found and returned to the value of,
$ 2,957.35
2,136.00
Goods not recovered to the value of, $ 750.35
Complaints answered, 220
Doors found unlocked after closing hours, 191
Goods found outside after closing hours, value of. $18.19
Dogs and cats shot, 60
Dangerous places in streets and sidewalks found, 42
Lost children found and returned, 24
Automobiles recovered, 14
Stray teams stabled, 3
Called Fire Department, 12
LIQUORS SEIZED
Alcohol, 21 gallons
Beer (strong), 152 gallons
Mash for making intoxicating beverages, 83 gallons
There have been three automobile fatalities this year.
Of the 138 automobiles tagged by Officers for violation of parking 
regulation but few have been tagged the second time.
Major crimes and accidents have been very few as list of crimes 
will show.
I have but few requests to ask for the ensuing year:
First, that every signal box be overhauled and wired with the red 
signal lights.
Second, that a permanent Officer be appointed for day Officer in 
the lower part of the City.
The following is the personnel of the Department:
Day Officers—Chief, one Captain, one Desk Officer, one Motor-cycle 
Officer, two Patrolmen, and one Officer as Swing Man.
Night Officers—One Captain, one assistant to Captain in Office and 
Street, five Patrolmen and one Swing Man, making a total of fifteen 
Officers.
The installation of the traffic control lights, Turner and Court, Court 
and Main St. relieve one Officer from day duty and the Officer assigned 
to aid the night Captain, thereby strengthening the service, as previous 
to this change the Captain was alone at the Station during the night.
The Department is well equipped and the equipment is in good repair. 
The co-operation of Officers with the Chief has been of the best.
In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to Manager Ford for 
his ever-ready advice in all matters, also to Judge Donahue, and Clerk 
Adams.
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REPORT OF POLICE MATRON
JOSEPHINE M. COOMBS, Matron
I respectfully submit the following report for the year ending 
Deceinber 31, 1929.
I/have made 130 calls besides investigating) all cases reported to Chief 
Rowe, Mr. Arnold and Health Officer. Also during the months of 
August and September by request of Mr. Arnold I went into many 
homes and made written statements of conditions found, on blanks 
furnished by him to better assist him in his work.
I have answered many letters of complaints, and given advice to 
the best of my ability. I am pleased to report that there has been 
fewer cases of girls to investigate this year than last. I have placed 
one baby by request of mother into a good home by legal adoption. 
Another has been placed in a good home.
Many calls were made before Thanksgiving and Christmas that I 
might better know the condition of certain families and their needs. 
I find it the only way to be sure of conditions as we cannot depend 
always on reports.
Contributions from citizens of Auburn and some outside friends, 
churches, schools and organizations were generous. At Thanksgiving 
with the aid of the Police Department and City Electrician Keene, there 
were 71 dinners delivery! consisting of roast pork, vegetables, bread, 
candy, and all kinds of canned goods. New toys, clothing, books, 
carts and sleds, one lovely doll was given by a friend for a little sick 
girl at Christmas time. The Boy Scouts from Troop 3 gave one 
dinner. Another prominent Auburn citizen gave 10 bu. of potatoes, 
(5 bu. of turnips, 2 large bags of onions and 15 lbs. of candy and a 
check for $25.00. Another citizen gave a check for $25.00. There are 
many who little realize the good our citizens are doing to help in this 
good work. By their kindness and loyal co-operation I have paid all 
bills to date, and have a good sum in the bank.
Cash on hand December 31, 
Cash received for year 1929,
1928, $ 116.96
307.10
Total for vear 1929, $ 424.06
Total expenditures for year 1929, $ 331.69
Balance in Bank, $ 92.37
I wish to express my appreciation for every kindness and courtesy 
received from the City Government, Police Department, and all City 
Officials. Also the Darling Auto Co. for their great help at Thanks­
giving and Christmas time, and all who by their kind aid has helped to 
make my work a help to others. Many thanks is due The Rotary Club, 
Y. M. C. A., and Red Cross. It has been a pleasure to work with 
them.
i
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REPORT OF
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
F. G. WILLARD, Sealer
I herewith submit my report as Sealer of Weights and Measures for 
the City of Auburn for the year ending December 31, 1929.
I have during the year tested and sealed the following:
374 Scales of all kinds 
948 Weights 
88 Liquid Measures 
170 Gasoline Pumps 
222 Cyl. Oil Pumps 
33 Kerosene Pumps 
I have collected in fees, $294.72.
REPORT OF AUBURN PUBLIC LIBRARY
GEORGIANA LUNT, Librarian9 i
To the Trustees and Members of the Auburn Public Library:
The Librarian herewith presents the thirty-ninth annual report of 
the Auburn Public Library, January 1, 1929 to January 1, 1930.
Number of volumes in the library, January 1, 1929, 29,361
added during the year, 1,261
withdrawn during the year, 562
in the library at the end of the year. 30,060
Number of pamphlets recorded January 1, 1929, 4,085
accessioned during the year, 96
removed during the year, 11
at the end of the year, 4,170
Number of newspapers and periodicals regularly received for
a part or the whole year, 116
Number of days the library has been open, 304
holidays the library has been closed, 9
borrowers registered during the year, 1,956'
borrowers registered since September, 1926, 9,452
volumes charged during the year, 97,941
Monthly average, 8,161
Daily average, 322
Per cent juvenile, 25.1
adult fiction, 55.4
adult non-fiction, 19.3
juvenile and adult non-fiction, 25.6
Number of mounted pictures charged, 4,264
Estimated number of visitors for the year, 101,340
Monthly average, 8,445
Daily average, 333
Circulation figures seem to be the chief statistical record for estimat­
ing the usefulness of a public library, and so a comparison of figures 
is made. This year the circulation of 97,941 is an increase of 5,444 over 
last year. But as the library was closed last year during the installa­
tion of new stacks, this would be an unfair comparison. The increase 
over 1927, or the last complete year, is 2,302.
Like a challenge has been the thought of this anniversary year.
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Although the library was organized in 1890, it was twenty-five years 
ago last July that the doors of the present building were opened to the 
public. The new building was erected because provident citizens could 
forsee the increasing benefit the library might be to the community life.
To what degree has their vision been realized?
TTiere has been a steady growth in the use of the library. The 
littlp room prepared for the children on the main floor proved to be 
far too small for eager boys and girls. They now have a spacious room 
on the upper floor, open shelves well filled with the best juvenile 
literature, and a librarian that they claim as their own. ‘ ‘ Miss White- 
house knows exactly what I should read,”  was the artless remark of 
one little girl who reluctantly allowed some one else to choose a book 
for her. The Story Hours are enjoyable occasions to library visitors 
and at gatherings elsewhere when Miss Whitehouse is asked to demon­
strate the library’s work for children. Class-room libraries are sent 
to grade schools and rural districts. The circulation of books from 
the children’s department this year was 24,671.
As the appropriation has been increased at different times, it has 
been possible to furnish a room for the United States documents, and 
to equip the third story of the stack room.
In 1904 there were 11,883 books and 617 pamphlets. Now there are 
30,060 books, 4,170 accessioned pamphlets, three cabinets of clippings 
and pamphlets filed by subject, also a good sized picture collection. The 
increase in circulation during these twenty-five years is 61,221.
Radios, moving pictures, and automobiles may take some of the time 
devoted to reading, but they create broader interests and arouse the 
spirit of investigation. Like most kinds of business, the functions 
and services of a library have been changing. To maintain reading 
rooms and to lend books is not sufficient. More and more people come 
to present the definite problems with which they are concerned. 
Accordingly, the reference work of the library has grown. This year 
the subjects have ranged from Books as a Form of Psychotherapy, to 
Aeronautics, Antiques, and the Stock Exchange. The changing methods 
of teaching fill the library with pupils that require the assistance of 
librarians and special types of books. An effort is made to have 
reference material so complete that any reasonable request for informa­
tion can be met.
Several important reference books have been added this year. The 
new edition of the “ United States Catalog”  has exceptional value. 
It contains 3,164 pages and lists by author, subject, and in many cases, 
by title all publications in print in the United States to January 1, 
1928. It gives prices and publishers of books, and aids in compiling 
bibliographies. The book is used daily for the schools as well as for 
other inquirers.
The library is a subscriber to the “ Dictionary of American 
Biography” , three volumes of which have been received. This scholarly 
work is to be issued at the rate of about three volumes a year and will 
be completed in twenty volumes.
The fourteenth edition of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica”  has been 
purchased. Completely revised, popular in treatment and beautifully 
illustrated, it invites the user to exploration.
Hazeltine’s “ Anniversaries and Holidays”  analyzes more than a 
thousand books to furnish material for programs connected with every 
day in the year. “ The Supplement to Granger’s Index to Poetry and 
Recitations”  covers 126 recent compilations of recognized merit. 
Such books are libraries in miniature, short cuts in assisting the busy 
searcher.
As is customary there has been an effort to acquaint the public 
with the new books and the various kinds of information available.
This year the Baker and Taylor lists of “ Outstanding Books of the
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Month ’ ’ have been distributed. They have the imprint of the Auburn 
Public Library upon them and are sent to different organizations and 
industries each month, so that almost every person in the city will have 
this attention called to reading at the library.
Miss Beckler and Miss Wiggin have prepared exhibits of many 
classes of books. They have appeared under appropriate labels: “ Some 
of President Hoover’s Problems” , “ Are You Resourceful” ? “ Interesting 
as a Novel” , “ Books About Your Summer Interests” , and many other 
selections for giving pleasure and clarifying thought.
Through the courtesy of many of the business men of the city 
collections of books were shown in store windows. In many cases they 
were adapted to the stock of the store.
For the past three years the Auburn Public Library has arranged for 
an art exhibit. This began with the presentation of water colors done 
by the students of the Cornell Summer School of Art, South Bristol. 
During August of this year the exhibit was entirely the work of Miss 
Edna Weeks, formerly an assistant in the Auburn Library. The 
occasion was used as an opportunity for bringing to the attention of 
students and other readers the library’s books on art and interior 
decoration. One visitor who became interested in the collection added 
to it by presenting five volumes.
At the Maine State Fair were displayed Auburn Library posters made 
by Miss Weeks while substituting in the library in the summer. These 
awarded prizes and the American Library Association has written for 
pictures of the posters and results traceable to these exhibits. It is 
very difficult to state definite results. But certain it is that such 
publicity reahes more people and inquiry is soon made for books that 
are the subject of the posters.
A book which has been used since 1910 to record the names of 
donors and gifts to the library has been completed this year. It is 
an interesting document characterizing so many citizens as having a 
pride in making the library as effective as possible.
It is helpful when some one is mindful of building up a collection on 
a particular subject. Mr. John Libby has given several books and 
magazines on photography. Through the assistance of Judge Morrill 
the library has acquired many of its books on genealogy and town 
history. This year he has presented W. E. Gould’s “ Chase Genealogy.”  
C. E. Waterman’s “ Families of Mechanic Falls” , and a scrap book 
pertaining to Auburn and Lewiston history.
At the suggestion of Mr. George C. Wing, Jr., action was taken to 
have the Auburn Library included among the depository libraries of 
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. From the Endow­
ment this year were received 35 volumes, 11 pertaining to international 
relations, 17 books of travel, and 7 attractively illustrated books for 
the Children’s Room.
Mr. Ruel W. Smith has presented 11 late books and copies of four 
magazines. The names of all who have given to the library cannot 
be listed here. A total of 248 gifts of books was made this year from 
52 different sources.
The varied interests of the city, the constant rise of the books by 
the schools, the necessary replacements demand an increasing fund for 
books.
It is hoped that figures have not been given too prominent a part 
in this survey. They are far from being adequate as a criterion. In so 
far as the institution has given to lives courage, happiness, understanding 
and reverence, or the true education, so far has it fulfilled the high 
purpose to which it was dedicated.
In closing this report it is fitting to express appreciation of the 
fine spirit of the Staff, and the active participation of the Trustees who 
have provided for the enlarged services of the library.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
J. E. PHILOON, Treasurer
To the Corporators of the Auburn Public Library:
I]he Treasurer of the Auburn Public Library, herewith submits his 
report of the receipts and disbursements on account of the Library for 
the /year ending January 9, 1930.
Receipts
Cash on deposit January 10, 1929, $ 32 37
Cash in hands of Librarian Jan. 10, 1929, 2 17
$ 34 54
City of Auburn, annual appropriation, $ 8,500 00
Rental Collections, 297 54
Fines and charges, 496 33
Coupons, 115 00
Lost books, 9 82
Destroyed book, 25
Subscriptions, 17 00
Sale of waste paper, 3 05
9,438 99
$ 9,473 53
Expenses
Purchase of books, $ 1,719 64
Building and Grounds 119 96
Salaries:
Librarian, 1,500 00
Assistants, 3,533 72
Janitor, 720 00
Fuel, 313 60
Lights, 444 02
Express, freight and trucking, 7 93
Binding, 157 81
Periodicals, 241 62
Insurance, 309 20
Supplies, 250 36
Incidentals, 147 43
9,465 29
Cash on deposit, 6 37
Cash in hands of Librarian, 1 87
8 24
$ 9,473 53
Unpaid bills Jan. 9, 1930, $ 243 81
The invested funds of the Library consist of the following securities:
1— $1,000.00 first mortgage 5% bond (No. 8803) of the' Syracuse
Lake Shore & Northern Railroad Co.
1— $1,000.00 first mortgage 5%  bond (No. 2074) of the Puget Sound
Power Co.
1—$1,000.00 first mortgage 5%  gold bond (No. 142) of The Bar
Harbor and Union River Power Co.
3— $100.00 first mortgage 5%  bonds o f The American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
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Savings Department, National Shoe & Leather Bank, Book No. 9236, 
$101.70 bequest of Miss Sarah R. Small.
As you will note, the above report shows a deficit of $235.57. This 
is most regretable but seemed to be unavoidable.
We have acquired several expensive sets of books for our reference 
department, such as the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which are indis­
pensable to the library, the date of whose final publication we could 
not anticipate a sufficient time in advance.
We have tried to remedy the serious difficulty we have experienced 
for several years with the conductors at the entrance of the library. 
At the expense of $103.05 we have installed new conductors and can 
report considerable improvement.
The trustees after due consideration found it advisable to increase 
the insurance on the building and contents from $30,000 to $35,000, which 
seems to be more in keeping with the increased value of the contents 
and our fire hazard.
These are the matters to which the deficit can largely be attributed. 
As our income for 1930 is already fixed, it will have to be absorbed 
during the year from the current revenues. I recommend for each 
year the drafting by the trustees of a comprehensive budget that we 
may avoid a recurrence of this situation in the future.
The excellent report of the librarian shows a most gratifying increase 
in the content, patronage and effectiveness of the library through the 
twenty-five years of its existence in the present building. Each 
succeeding year reveals newer and broader fields of usefulness and 
consequent greater financial demands.
While it is true that the effectiveness of a library cannot be gauged 
entirely by the number of books and periodicals housed within its walls, 
yet it becomes increasingly obvious, in the period of growth and 
expansion, that a library which cannot keep its contents abreast of the 
times is very seriously handicapped.
During recent years our greatest problem has been to make the 
most effective purchase of books and periodicals with the limited means 
available.
We have to repair the old books, replace those worn out and acquire 
new ones; not only the latest current fiction, biography and travel 
books, but periodicals and books of reference covering nearly every 
field of inquiry. It is in this field of reference works that the greatest 
demand is made upon the time of the library staff and the greatest 
service rendered. We are forced to acquire expensive works, which, 
so rapid have been the disclosures of science and research, become 
antiquated almost as soon as they are placed upon the shelves.
During the past year we have expended $1,719.64 in the purchase 
of books, and $241.62 for subscriptions to periodicals. This is altogether 
inadequate for our ligitimate needs, and has forced us to forego many 
necessary books through lack of funds. The solution of this problem 
commands our serious attention. There are three sources of help; 
a greater appropriation from the city, more gifts of books, and an 
increase of our endowment.
Our appropriation from the city for the past year was $8,500, or 
$708.33 per month. Of this we have to pay approximately $500 per 
month for wages and salaries, leaving approximately $200 per mouth 
to pay our operating expenses and purchas.e books. This is pitifully 
small and wholly inadequate. The library is wholly a public servant. 
More and more, with each succeeding year it has become an indispen­
sable auxiliary to the public schools of our citv. To meet their require­
ments much of our funds, and considerable of the time of the library 
staff is taken up. This phase of our work should be seriously considered 
in making up the municipal budget, and should be brought to the
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attention of the Municipal Officers with the idea of increasing it to at 
least $9,000.
We occasionally hear the library criticised because of the lack of 
a sufficient supply of current fiction available to its patrons. I f  these 
critics could but see the inner workings of the library I believe much 
of their criticism would be dispelled and they would marvel that the 
officers have done so well.
In view of our financial situation we would be very materially helped 
by the gift of books of this nature. No doubt many of our citizens 
have copies of current fiction, or other books, which they have pur­
chased, read and stored away in their bookshelves never to be used 
again. I hazard a prediction that if they but knew our situation 
many of them would gladly donate these books and thus help supply 
the need.
The librarian in her report alludes to the gifts we have received 
during the past year and years. The old book is filled with the names 
of donors. Let us start a new one and pray that it will soon be filled 
with the names of those who, recognizing the value of the library, have 
helped to make its work more effective.
A third and very important source of revenue is that of endowment. 
Practically all of the most effective and useful libraries in the state 
have become so by virtue of the large endowment secured by them 
through liberal bequests of friendly citizens. Our present endowment 
of $2,400, yielding an approximate income of $120 per year is pitifuljy 
small. Our service is broad and continuous and our work must be 
brought more and more to the attention of our people, that those who 
are more favorably situated than the mass of our citizens may per­
petuate their memory by the gift of funds for the furtherance of its 
•work.
On the termination of a life estate the library is to receive a 
splendid bequest of $3,000 under the will of the late George P. Martin, 
the net income of which is to be applied each year to the purchase of 
books. Mr. Martin was greatly interested in all matters that make 
for civic betterment and alleviation of suffering and gave generously; 
of his bounty to further their activity.
During the past year our endowment was increased by the gift of 
$100 under the will of Miss Sarah R. Small. She was a woman of 
limited means, who always interested herself in the good things of 
life, recognized the community value of the library and sought in this 
way to further its activity through future years. Such gifts from 
such sources we deeply appreciate. May others profit by their examples.
A number of large and small gifts of money, the income of which 
is to be used in the purchase of boohs, would be of inestimable value 
to the library and assure for the future a greater usefulness.
REPORT OF OUTSIDE AUDITOR
ERNEST M. SHAPIRO & CO.
Hon. Lloyd II. McFadden, Mayor and Members of the Auburn City 
Council:
Auburn, Maine 
Gentlemen:
Pursuant to your instructions we have made an audit of the books 
and records of the City of Auburn for the year ending December 31, 
1929, and are herewith submitting exhibits and supporting schedules 
of our findings.
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The actual period covered by our audit of the books of the Tax 
Collector were from January 11, 1929, to January 11, 1930, which dates 
were the beginning and closing of his books, with the exception of 
receipts from Auto Excise Taxes, which period closed December 31, 1929.
We are herewith commenting on oar verification of assets and 
liabilities as follows.
CASH
This amount as shown in the exhibit in this report has been verified 
with the Bank report of Balances. The amount of $967.77 due from 
State of Maine has been verified with letter dated January 27, 1930, 
signed by G. W. Leadbetter, Messenger to Governor’s Council, that the 
amount mentioned would be paid on or about February 14, being due on 
account of Pauper and Pension cases. This was included in Cash.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Uncollected taxes, sidewalk assessments, and tax deeds are being 
verified by the mailing of verification slips and though the returns at 
the time of submitting this report being incomplete, will be taken up 
later with Tax Collecor and Auditor, as in the prior audit.
INVESTMENTS
A certificate of seven hundred fifty (750) shares of Lewiston and 
Auburn Railroad Stock, Par Value $100.00 a share, was found in the 
safe deposit box of the City of Auburn at the National Shoe & Leather 
Bank.
PROPERTY INVESTMENTS AND HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS
The value of these accounts were given by the department heads 
and approved by City Mauagcr Ford.
MUNICIPAL SINKING FUND
The cash represented by this amount has been verified with Bank 
books kept in the Safe Deposit Box of the City of Auburn, at the National 
Shoe & Leather Bank.
NOTES PAYABLE
This amount and classification has been verified with the holders 
of these notes and found correct, with the exception of the note due 
Frank W. Winter which was shown as paid on January 3, 1930.
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON AND FOR TAX 
COLLECTOR’ S DEPARTMENT
We have found the records of the Tax Collectors Department kept in 
the very efficient manner as stated in our last audit. The total Auto 
Excise taxes collected were $16,827.96. Numbers 32 and 1389 of the 
Excise Tax receipts have been found missing, and attempts to verify 
non-payments of these items with individuals have been futile. It 
appears that receipt forms were made and issued to these parties by the 
Tax Assessors and payment not made to Tax Collector, nor receipted 
by him. In the Cash Book, receipt number 5940 was not found, which 
may be the result of a number being skipped by the stamping machine, 
or else may turn up in the mailing of the verification notices.
In the list of 1923 outstanding taxes is an item against the Noyes 
Buick Co., of $1,650.00. I f  this amount is not collectible it should be 
abated, and not carried as an asset. If collectible it is our opinion that 
action should be taken at once.
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The following recommendation is made:
Inasmuch as it is customary during the season for the Tax Assessors 
to hire an operator to type tax commitment, also a typewriter, it is 
recommended that arrangements be made with the Burroughs Machine 
Co., or any company manufacturing similar machines, to hire an operator 
and af specially built machine which will not only type the tax assessors 
book/ and commitment book, but will also type tax bills, all in one 
operation, saving approximately four weeks work in Tax Collector's 
Department typing tax bills, and enable Tax Collector to send tax 
bills by that length of time sooner, to collect taxes sooner, and reduce 
City’s interest charges by paying obligations sooner. This machine 
will also multiply tax rate by valuation, thus saving Tax Assessors time 
in computing tax. This machine was illustrated to Mayor McFadden 
and Tax Collector Skinner, also system of keeping cash account in Tax 
Collectors Department much more easier and accurately, should City 
purchase this machine.
AUDITOR’S DEPARTMENT
We have found the records of the Auditor’s Department in excellent 
shape and very well kept, and several recommendations made in our 
last audit adhered to. Regarding tax deeds which date from 1912 on, 
it is recommended that an effort be made to locate owners of property 
covered by tax deeds, and inform such owners as to the existence of 
tax deeds against property.
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
We have found the record of receipts in the School Department 
properly supported by vouchers, and very well kept. The disbursements 
being made by the Auditor’s Department, were verified in audit of 
Auditor’s Department.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
It was practically impossible to audit the accounts of the Health 
Department, inasmuch as the former health officer took along with him 
in his departure the receipt vouchers. Plumbing license numbers 763 
to 802 were voided, on account of former health officer’s signature being 
on them when he left.
CITY CLERK’ S DEPARTMENT
We have verified the receipts, all have been accounted for and 
.agree with amount deposited with City Treasurer.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Inasmuch as no general ledger is kept for assets, no consistent 
method of depreciation is used, values being determined by the City 
Manager.
We did not audit the accounts of the Clerk of Courts, inasmuch as 
this requires a separate audit in itself.
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REPORT OF TREASURER
WILLIS P. ATWOOD, Treasurer.
January 1, 1929, Balance on Hand,
December 31, 1929, Received from all sources during 1929,
December 31, 1929, Auditor’s Vouchers paid during 1929,
Allocated as follows:
Deposited in National Shoe & Leather Bank, 
Deposited in First Auburn Trust Co.,
Auditor’s Receipts for Cash
December 31, 1929, Auditor’s Balance, 
Auditor’8 Vouchers Unpaid,
Treasurer’8 Check,
$ 20,242 90
1,382,788 31
$1,403,031 21
1,335,389 74
$ 67,641 47
$ 67,379 27
162 20
100 00
$ 67,641 47
$ 66.317 41
1,321 06
3 00
$ 67,641 47
REPORT OF CITY AUDITOR
GEORGE A. ARNOLD, Auditor.
RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS FOR 1929
Receipts Disbursements
ABATEMENTS
Real Estate, $ 27 01
Poll, 6 00
Personal Estate, 1 00
$ 34 01
ADMINISTRATION 
Council and City Clerk
Salary of Clerk, $ 1,500 00
Clerk Hire, 694 00
Fees, $ 1,468 50
Licenses, 306 00
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies 704 21
Telephone and Telegraph, . 72 92
Vital Statistics, 102 21
$ 1,774 50 $ 3,073 34 -
Mayor’s Office
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies,
Mayor’8 Salary,
Refunds, . $ 10 00
$ 137 69
500 00
Traveling Expenses, 
Telephone,
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100 00 
2 25
$ 10 00 $ 739 94
Manager’s Office ft
Salary (Including $500 for use of personal car), $ 6,000 00
Clerk Hire, 666 00
Hostage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 89 08
Telephone and Telegraph, 59 16
Liability Bond Premium, 10 00
Traveling Expenses, 29 80
Equipment, 18 00
$ 6,872 04
TOTAL ADMINISTRATION, $ 1,784 50 $ 10,685 32
BUILDING INSPECTION
Labor, $ 156 00
Fees, $ 99 50
$ 99 50 $ 156 00
CHARITIES
Administration
Telephone and Telegraph, $ 15 60
Transportation, 39 50
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 12 47
$ 67 57
Outside Relief
Professional Services, $ 229 00
Refunds (Cities and Towns), $ 2,976 85
Refunds (State), 1,333 32
Refunds (Individual), 1,342 14
Insurance, 26 94
Board and Care of Persons, 3,521 23
Fuel, 1,997 85
Transportation, 28 26
Insane Relief, 30 00
Rent, 2,581 55
Clothing, 102 99
Provisions, 8,748 51
Drugs, etc., 81 08
Burials, 96 25
Dependent Children (State), 2,059 29
Light, 6 68
Water Rates, 11 00
$ 5,652 31 $ 19,520 63
TOTAL CHARITIES— ADMINISTRATION
AND OUTSIDE RELIEF, $ 5,652 31 $19,588 20
City Farm and Almshouse
Salary of Superintendent, $ 1,750 00
Labor, $ 74 50 2,673 59
Special Services, 11 00
Sale of Produce, 2,324 61
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Sale of Stock and Equipment, 4,391 61
Refunds (Individual), 639 00
Rental of Equipment, 28 00
Telephone and Telegraph, 61 10
Burials, 91 70
Light, # 126 33
Repairs to Buildings, 589 59
Maintenance of Equipment, New Equipment
and Supplies, 910 20
Horse Shoeing, 92 50
Stock, 318 25
Fuel, 807 30
Drugs, etc., 53 00
Provisions, 2,564 60
Clothing, 9 40
Forage, 1,904 99
Fertilizer and Seeds, 322 81
Laundry, 92 05
Medical Services, 224 00
Veterinary Services, 241 62
Ice Harvesting, 16 00
Advertising, 11 79
Operation of Truck, 1,749 62
$ 7,457 72 $ 14,621 44
Mother’s Aid, $ 1,185 00 $ 3,360 00
CIVIL SERVICE •
Printing and Advertising, $ 40 00
CONTRIBUTIONS
Memorial Dav, $ 200 00
Ball Grounds, 30 00
Spanish War Veterans, 50 00
Dental Clinic, 500 00
Snowshoe Carnival, 60 00
Chamber of Commerce, 25 00
Three Quarter Centurv Club, 90 76
Police Chief’s Convention, 61 15
Armistice Day, 150 00
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS, $ 1,166 91
BANK STOCK TAX, $ 6,283 74
CORPORATION TAXES FROM STATE, 1,828 05
COUNTY TAX, $ 35,806 49
CURRENT TAXES, 688,229 82
AUTO EXCISE TAX, 16,827 96
DEBT REDEMPTION
Sinking Fund, 2,250 00 13,600 00
Serial Bond and Note Payable, 26,600 00
$ 2,250 00 $40,200 00
DELINQUENT TAXES, $ 24,093 87
EDUCATION
Administration
Salary of Superintendent, $ 4.500 00
Clerk Hire, 1,265 88
CITY OF AUBURN 2<>
Labor on Supplies, 18 42
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 437 72
Sales and Refunds, $ 14 45
Grants, 1,200 00
Telephone and Telegraph, 156 15
!&ond Premium, 5 00
'traveling Expenses, 374 15
Equipment and Maintenance of Equipment, 323 52
$ 1,214 45 $ 7*080 84
Common Schools
Instruction, $104,441 66
Clerk Hire, 417 00
Janitors, 8,993 42
Special Services, 717 43
Tuition, 73 27
Rent, 57 00
Sales and Refunds, 116 24
Grants, 33,306 37
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 236 76
Telephone and Telegraph, 477 67
Light, 539 94
Transportation, 11,031 60
Freight and Cartage, 154 23
Equipment, 1,202 50
Maintenance of Equipment, 220 76
Textbooks, 2,911 25
Supplies, 5,218 59
Fuel, 7,481 42
$33,552 88 $144,044 23
Evening Schools
Instruction, $ 680 00
Grants, $ 446 00
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 4 65
Textbooks and Supplies, 23 62
$ 446 00 $ 708 27
High School
Instruction, $44,449 27
Clerk Hire, 810 00
Janitors, 1,754 18
Special Services, 189 80
Tuition, $ 3,468 73
Sales and Refunds, 72 83
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 74 85
Telephone and Telegraph, 86 06
Light and Power, 127 49
Freight and Cartage, 49 58
Equipment, 624 23
Maintenance of Equipment, 37 77
Textbooks, 3,187 37
Supplies, 1.424 57
Fuel, 364 02
$ 3,541 56 $ 53,179 19
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Manual Arts
Instruction, $ 11,768 32
Sales and Refunds, $ 513 94
Light and Power, 257 96
Grants, 4,210 11
Equipment, 657 09
Maintenance of Equipment, 35 43
Lumber and Supplies, 1,704 64
' $ 4,724 05 $ 14,423 44
School Property Maintenance
General City Buildings, $ 4,016 77
General Rural Buildings, 2,238 49
High School, $ 5 50
$ 5 50 $ 6,255 26
TOTAL EDUCATION, $43,484 44 $225,691 23
ELECTIONS
Board of Registration, $ 1,836 45
Election Officers, 295 00
Clerk Hire, 88 00
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 467 27
Equipment, 348 83
Construction and Repair Booths, 47 05
Telephone, 34 97
Lunches, 45 00
$ 3,162 57
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
Salary, $ 2,000 00
Fees, $ 100 50
Traveling Expenses, 18 00
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 24 25
Exchange and Operation of Truck, 669 99
Supplies and Equipment, 43 26
Telephone and Telegraph, 91 19
Light, Heat and Power, 306 07
Fire Alarm System
Labor, 218 63
Material, 298 96
Electrical Time Signal Rental, 21 00
Police Alarm System
Labor, 122 50
Maintenance, 3,251 65
Class “ B ”  Insurance
Labor, 14 25
Material, 3,248 84
Traveling Expenses, 66 26
$ 100 50 $ 10,394 85
ENGINEERING
Salary of Engineers, $ 1,159 75
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 102 83
Sales, $ 5 75
Telephone, 5 16
$ 5 75 $ 1,267 74
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FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS 
Assessor’s Office 
Salaries of Board,
Clelk Hire,
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 
{Telephone and Telegraph,
/Transportation,
Auditor’s Office
Sales, $ 37
Salary,
Clerk Hire,
Outside Auditors,
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies,
Telephone and Telegraph,
Bond,
Equipment and Repairs,
Recording Tax Deeds,
$ 37
Tax Collector’s Office 
Salary,
Clerk Hire,
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 
Telephone and Telegraph,
Bond, .
Treasurer’s Office 
Salary,
Bond Premium,
Rental of Safe Deposit Box, 
Supplies,
Lewiston and Auburn Railroad (Clerk),
TOTAL FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS, $ 37
FIRE PROTECTION 
Salaries 
Chief,
Deputy,
Regular Men,
Part Time Men,
Specials and Substitutes,
Sales, $ 3 50
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies,
Telephone and Telegraph,
Light,
Fuel,
Laundry,
General Supplies,
Gasoline and Oils,
Maintenance of Trucks and Equipment,
$ 2,773 96
345 45
186 25
51 58
• 70 00
$ 3,427 24
$ 2,750 00
675 60
591 52
518 78
53 54
40 00
70 00
75 75
$ 4,775 19
$ 1,900 00
521 06
737 75
44 60
120 00
$ 3,323 41
$ 120 00
2 50
10 00
29 00
$ 161 50
$ 12 50
$ 11,699 84
$ 2,000 00
1,664 00
20,714 16
8,436 44
878
i
81
64 70
385 47
525 84
1,292 76
211 52
341 78
406 06
2,206 05
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Bond,
Equipment, 
Traveling Expenses, 
Miscellaneous,
Class “ B ”  Insurance 
Labor,
Material,
Traveling Expenses,
HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
Salary of Health Officer,
Nurse,
Plumbing Inspector,
Clerk Hire,
Sanitary Inspector,
Licenses,
Refunds,
Sales,
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supp 
Medical Services and Supplies,
Telephone and Telegraph,
Provisions, Fuel, etc.,
Equipment and Maintenance,
Ice,
Gas,
Milk Samples,
Traveling Expenses nhd Operating of Auto,
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE 
Administration 
Sales,
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 
Telephone and Telegraph,
Light,
Fuel,
Janitors Supplies,
Bridges
Labor,
Material
Catch-Basins
Labor,
Material,
Cleaning Streets 
Sweepers, 
Material,
2 00
2,265 50
89 20
8 00
4,007 59
15,640 68
164 82
$ 3 50 $ 61,305 38
$ 1,750 00
1,454 00
300 00
922 33
1,300 00
$ 133 00
253 35
17 25
233 08
1,278 88
148 50
344 44
184 70
40 55
70
147 14
> 615 60
$ 403 00 $ 8,719 92
$ 84 40
$ 36*60
112 50
113 76
164 99
9 61
$ 84 40 $ 437 46
$ 1,378 43
1,270 04
$ 2,648 47
$ 122 34
136 33
$ 258 67
$ 4,960 55
97 57
$ 5,058 12
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Culverts and Drains 
Material,
Fences
Labor,
Material,
/
Forestry
Labor,
Material,
Maintenance of Tools and Equipment 
Labor and Material,
New Equipment 
Hand Tools,
Tractors and Plows,
Harness,
$ 782 90
$ 12 00 
1,382 24
$ 1,394 24
$ 1,008 90 
206 11
$ 1,215 01
$ 141 64
$ 96 54
9,478 02 
125 00
$ 9,699 56
Operation of Teams and Autos
Veterinary Services and Supplies, $ 33 42
Board of Horses, 720 87
Shoeing, 111 00
Motor Equipment, 15,155 10
Waste, Grease, and Oils, 6,941 U2
Rental of Equipment, $ 7,123 20
Repairs, Rental and Heating of Garage, 607 08
Repairs to Wagons and Plows, 362 55
Repairs to Harness, 90 15
$ 7,123 20 $24,019 19
Sanding Walks and Snow Removal, $ 7,369 82
Sidewalk Maintenance, $ 4 75 $ 1,447 96
Street Maintenance
Labor, $ 28,971 77
Material, 20,214 67
Refunds, $ 1,556 14
Pavement, 86 63
$ 1,638 77 $ 49,186 44
State Patrol, 910 20
TOTAL HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE, $ 8,851 21 $104,569 68
INSURANCE
Fire, $ 4,184 39
Liability, $ 4 02 4,779 47
$ 4 02 $ 8,963 86
INTEREST
Bank Balances, $ 1,044 48
Municipal Bonds and Notes, 2,260 00 $ 20,280 50
Temporary Loans, 536 63 10,824 82
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Taxes, 1,370 30
Tax Deeds, 199 64
$ 5,411 05 $31,105 32
LAW
Salary of Solicitor, $ 500'00
Fees, etc., 21 25
$ 521 25
LIBRARY, $ 500 00 $ 8,500 00
MUNICIPAL BLACKSMITH SHOP
Labor, $ 1,282 00
Supplies, 535 02
Shoeing, $ 327 50
Wagon Repairs, etc., 926 05
$ 1,253 55 $ 1,817 02
MUNICIPAL COURT
Salary of Judge, $ 1,500 00
Salary of Clerk, 1,600 00
Fees, $ 1,074 40
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 219 91
Telephone and Telegraph, 58 25
Bond, 5 00
$ 1,074 40 $ 3,383 16
PARKS
A. A. A. Park, $ 200 89
Edward Little High School, 84 16
Maine Central Railroad, 240 80
New Auburn, 742 95
Pettengill, 3,130 14
City Building, 26 05
Cleveland Avenue, 64 00
East Auburn, 26 05
Tree Surgery, 500 00
$ 5,015 04
POLICE PROTECTION
Salarv of Marshal, $ 2,400 00
Patrolmen, 21,440 90
Matron, 720 00
Sunday Officer, 187 50
Vacation Officers, 508 00
Dog Officer, 330 90
Municipal Court Fees, $ 610 68
Superior Court Fees, 659 94
Public Auto Licenses, 45 00
Sales, 10 00
Special Services, 14 93
Bond Premium, 2 00
Postage, Printing, Adv. and Office Supplies, 63 61
Telephone and Telegraph, 176 27
Light, 17 32
Rent, 156 00
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Board of Prisoners,
Transportation,
Operation of Autos and Motorcycles, 
Patrol Exchange,
Traffic Signs,
Fuel,
Janitors Supplies,
Supplies and Equipment, 
Maintenance of Equipment,
PROPERTY 
Auburn Hall
Salary of Janitor, 
Refunds,
Rent (60 Court Street), 
Rent (64 Court Street), 
Rent (68 Court Street), 
Rent (70 Court Street), 
Rent (Hall),
Rent (Lodge Rooms), 
Light,
Repairs,
Fuel,
Janitors Supplies,
Water Rent,
City Building 
Salary of Janitor,
Light,
Repairs,
Fuel,
Janitors Supplies,
Equipment and Maintenance, 
Rent (Band Room),
Rent (Waterboard Rooms), 
Time Clock,
PROPERTY (OTHER)
Armory Block— Cafe, Tenement and Office 
Rent (Armory and Barber Shop),
Rent (Cafe at 40 Hampshire Street), 
Rent (Tenement 48 Hampshire Street), 
Repairs,
Light,
Water Rent,
Fuel,
Janitor,
Engine Houses (Repairs), 
Fountain (Repairs),
River Road Storehouse (Repairs), 
384 Court Street,
26 31
40 67
580 75
1,185 00
629 55
26 50
43 08
297 41
12 65
$ 1,325 62 $ 28,859 35
$
0000 00
$ 7 55
1,500 00
1,500 00
1,500 00
430 24
180 00
350 00
61 26
517 25
817 79
22 66
68 00
$ 5,467 79 $ 2,334 96
$ 1,590 00
396 47
1,247 33
607 20
52 34
41 13
$ 166 67
500 00
19 95
$ 666 67 $ 3,954 42
$ 333 33
340 00
149 25 •
377 05
55 96
28 00
159 25
17 00
$ 822 58 $ 637 26
$ 1,351 74
1 60
78 49
$ 460 00 15 44
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Police Garage, 17 40
Troy Street Stables and Shop Repairs, 58 70
Garage Repairs, 308 95
Land Rental, 120 00
Fire Alarm Station, 46 47
TOTAL OTHER PROPERTY, $ 1,402 58 $ 2,516 05
REFUSE REMOVAL
Labor, $ 6,017 50
Care of Dumps, 533 35
Maintenance of Equipment, 98 57
Board and Care of Teams, 704 98
Miscellaneous, 20 00
$ 7,374 40
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Salary, $ 90 00
Fees, $ 294 72 294 72
Supplies, 16 31
Traveling Expenses, 6 00
$ 294 72 $ 407 58
SEWER SERVICE, $ 5,000 00
STATE TAX, 148,424 67
STREET LIGHTS, 15,141 19
TAX DEEDS, $ 6,373 54 8,708 79
WATER SERVICE, 3,000 00
1927 CASH BALANCE AND ACCOUNTS, 14,740 02
OPERATION TOTALS, $847,055 80 $837,496 64
INVESTMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS
CATCH-BASINS
Labor, $ 530 75
Material, 658 30
$ 1,189 05
SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION
Labor and Engineering, $ 175 00
Material, 23 96
Contract, 6,139 58
Advertising, 10 67
Assessments, $ 2,361 85
$ 2,361 85 $ 6,349 21
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION
Summer Street (First Class)
State Apportionment, $ 36,350 99
Labor, $ 17,506 08
Material, 6,941 66
Rental of Equipment, 5,254 13
$36,350 99 $ 29,701 87
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South River Road (First Class)
Labor, $ 3,896 00
Material, 1,210 84
Contract, 301 35
Rental of Equipment, 564 00
/ $ 5,972 19
South Main Street (Third Class)
State Apportionment, $ 7,611 12
Labor, $ 4,372 91
Material, 1,865 70
Rental of Equipment, 1,337 70
$ 7,611 12 $ 7,576 31
Rental of Steam Shovel, $ 534 60
Advertising and Certifying Bonds, 242 63
TOTAL STATE AID CONSTRUCTION, $ 43,962 11 $44,027 60
HARD SURFACE CONSTRUCTION
Mechanics Row
Bond Issue, $ 5,000 00
Labor, $ 309 50
Material, 2,402 60
Contract, 2,240 95
Advertising, 11 00
$ 5,000 00 $ 4,964 05
PROPERTY PURCHASES AND SALES
Fairview Avenue Plans, $ 1 00
Land— Pettengill Park, 750 00
Jordan Lot, $ 50 00 15 00
Land— Dennison Street, 100 00
Edward Little High School
Proceeds Bond Issue, 195,610 00
Interest on Bonds, 369 44
Plans, 151 70
Sale of Old Iron, etc., 53 15
Moving Monument, 590 48
Remodeling Old Building
Labor, 2,635 65
Contract, 18.974 91
Material and Equipment, 8,531 20
New Unit
Labor, 568 55
Contract, 101,236 42
Material and Equipment, 4,733 66
Advertising, Telephone, etc., 654 55
$ 195,713 15 $ 139,312 56
TOTAL INVESTMENT AND IMPROVE-
MENT, $ 247,037 11 $ 195,842 47
TEMPORARY LOANS, $ 350,000 00 $ 350,000 00
SHERIFF’S FEES, 11 44 11 44
ANNUNCIATOR, 144 00 142 52
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GASOLINE PUMP LICENSES, 
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS,
FRANK A. BOOMER FUND,
DOG LICENSES FOR STATE,
DOG DAMAGES FOR STATE, 
PENSIONS FOR STATE,
REPAIRS FOR STATE,
ADVERTISING FEES, 
OVERPAYMENT OF TAXES, 
DENNISON STREET AND CRYSTAL 
SPRING NOTE,
GRAND TOTAL RECEIPTS AND DIS­
BURSEMENTS,
CASH BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1929,
165 24 165 24
30 50 30 50
398 75 398 75
1,291 85 1,213 00
8 25 15 00
1,731 12 1,743 97
37 50 37 50
38 00 38 00
11 22 11 22
5,502 88
$1,453,463 66 $1,387,146 25
66,317 41
$1,453,463 66 $1,453,463 66
STATEMENT OF CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
& -  
A  S ' *
V  7  -
Balance of Total
Auburn Principal Principal
Savings and Income Income Expenditures Unused and Income
Name of Fund Book No. Jan. 1,1929 1929 1929 Principal Income Dec. 31,1929
Lovina Wakefield, 30743 $ 241.10 $ 12.19 $ 13.30 $ 200.00 $ 39.99 $ 239.99 ohH
John E. True, 30504 136.62 6.88 100.00 43.50 143.50 ►3
Stephen Emery, 30782 119.97 6.03 3.50 100.00 22.50 122.50 Kj
E. A. Lane, —' 28332 300.40 15.18 3.50 201.33 110.75 312.08 O
S. W. Ingalls,— 28404 121.32 6.11 3.50 100.00 23.93 123.93
A. B. Brav, — 31070 123.88 6.23 4.00 100.00 26.11 126.11 >>
Nancy M. Hill, 29137 294.51 14.88 200.00 109.39 309.39 c!
Augusta G. Kingsley, 30659 141.36 7.13 100.00 48.49 148.49 Wr-f
Franeena Robinson, 28331 110.31 11.86 104.06 18.11 122.17
Asa Garcelon, 33024 110.23 5.56 4.00 100.00 11.79 111.79 2
Lydia M. Hanson,— 30598 246.64 12.46 5.00 200.00 54.10 254.10
Sara S. Preble, — 28330 188.23 9.50 164.40 33.33 197.73
Marion W. Stevens, 32780 200.02 10.12 150.00 60.14 210.14
Lucius B. Corey, 35420 .23 100.00 .23 100.23
$2,334.59 $ 124.36 $ 36.80 $1,919.79 $ 602.36 $2,522.15
COCD
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JOHN H. FOLLARD FUND
BALANCE
January 1, 1928, $ 60 97
Interest Received 1928, 2 37
Interest Received 1929, 2 54
$ 65 88
INVESTMENT
National Shoe & Leather Bank, Book No. 7905, $ 65 88
CONSCIENCE FUND
BALANCE
January 1, 1929, $ 2 00
Interest Received, 07
$ 2 07
INVESTMENT
First Auburn Trust Co., Savings Bank Book No. 21510, $ 2 07
GEO. H. STETSON MEMORIAL FUND
PRINCIPAL
December 22, 1927, $ 10,000 00
INCOME
1928 Income $ 81 10
1929 Income—Interest Mechanic Savings Bank, 203 62
Interest Auburn Savings Bank, 255 02
$ 539 74
EXPENDITURES
1929 Expenditures, $ 539 74
INVESTMENTS
Mechanics Savings Bank, Book No. 12352, $ 5,000 00
Auburn Savings Bank, Book No. 35074, 5,000 00
$ 10,000 00
FRANK BOOMER FUND
PRINCIPAL, UNUSED INCOME AND INVESTMENTS
ORIGINAL FUND—April, 1922, • $ 8,310 68
Additions
1926 Income, $ 435 14
1927 Income, 652 68
1928 Income, 523 62
Interest on Bank Deposit, Book No. 5915
National Shoe & Leather Bank, 24 27
Bond Interest, 510 00
Dividends on Stock, 5 64
$ 2,151 35
Deductions
Loss on Sale of Securities, 1927, $ 77 04
1926 Expenditures, $ 180 50
1927 Expenditures, 285 00
CITY OF AUBURN 41
1928 Expenditures,
Accrued Interest on Securities Purchased,
1929 Expenditures,
BALANCE OF PRINCIPAL UNUSED 
BALANCE OF UNUSED INCOME,
$ 8,233 64
Date
Acquired
INVESTMENTS
Description Par Value
3/2/27 National Bond & Mortgage Co., 1936, $ 500 00
3/9/27 National Bond & Mortgage Co., 1936, 8,000 00
1922 Eastern Mass. Street Ry. Co., Common— 5 Sh.
1922 Eastern Mass. Street Ry. Co., Script, 40 00
On Deposit at National Shoe & Leather Bank, 
Book No. 5915,
SUMMARY OF TRUST FUNDS 
CITY OF AUBURN
December 31, 1929
278 00 
77 33 
1,016 20
$ 1,837 03
$ 314 32
Cost
$ 500 00
8,000 00
40 00
$ 8,540 00
$ 7 96
$ 8,547 96
Principal
Unused
Income
Total 
Principal 
and Income
Cemetery Trust Funds, $ 1,919.79 $ 602.36 $ 2,522.15
Frank Boomer Fund, 8.233.64 314.32 8,547.96
Geo. II. Stetson Memorial Fund, 10,000.00 10,000.00
John II. Pollard Fund, 60.97 4.91 65.88
Conscience Fund, 2.00 .07 2.07
$ 20,216.40 $ 921.66 $ 21,138.06
CITY OF AUBURN 
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
December 31, 1929 
ASSETS
*Cash,
Accounts Receivable
Uncollected Taxes, 1 $ 50,953 71
Sidewalk Assessments, 1,410 38
Tax Deeds. 11,321 07
Due from State of Maine, 4,497 12
$ 66,317^41
Investments
Lewiston and Auburn R. R. Stock, 
Auburn Water Works,
Property Investments 
Land and Buildings,
Equipment and Supplies,
75.000 00
30.000 00
-$ 68,182 28
-$ 105,000 00
$ 896,490 00 
217,536 44
-$1,114,026 44 
$ 632,166 81Highway Improvements,
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Municipal Sinking Fund 
Cash in Savings Bank, $ 42,628 95
TOTAL ASSETS, $2,028,321 89
LIABILITIES AND PROPRIETARY INTEREST
Notes Payable,
Bonds Payable,
Bond Interest Coupons Outstanding,
$ 31,000 00
693,600 00 
100 00
Municipal Proprietary Interest,
$ 724,700 00 
1,303,621 89
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND PROPRIETARY INTEREST, $2,028,321 89
•Note: Proceeds E. L. H. S. Bond Issue, 
Received from State ($4,497.12 still due), 
Revenue Cash Balance,
Total,
CASH BALANCES
$ 66,119 09
98 32 
100 00
$ 66,317 41
*Of this amount -<£{16777-7 is included which is due from the State 
of Maine on Pauper and Pension accounts to be received on February 
14, 1930, and $57,163.44 unused Balance of Edward Little High School 
Bond Proceeds.
SUMMARY OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES
1923, $ 2,309 54
1924, 1,087 01
1925, 2,515 23 
3,808 471926,
1927, 3,037 59
1928, 3,939 59
1929, 34,227 78
$50,925 21
ANALYSIS OF TAX COLLECTOR’S ACCOUNTS
1929
Commitment by Tax Assessors, 
Supplemental Commitment,
Interest Collected,
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, 
Abatements,
BALANCE
Amount of 1929 Uncollected Taxes
Overage, 39 04
-----------------------$
$ 724,195 20 
423 18 
655 73
------------------- $ 725,274 11
$ 688,885 55 
2,199 82
------------------- $ 691,085 37.
$ 34,188 74
$ 34,227 78
•National Shoe & Leather Bank, 
First Auburn Trust Co.,
Petty Cash,
34,188 74
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1928
Balance as per previous Audit, $ 26,831 45
Taxes not previously listed, 90 81
Interest Collected, 594 72
-------------- $ 27,516 98
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, $ 23,173 45
Corrections on previous listing, 35 32
Abatements, 368 62
---------------$ 23,577 39
BALANCE OF 1928 UNCOLLECTED TAXES, $ 3,939 59
1927
Balance as per previous Audit, $ 3,963 22
Corrections on previous listing, 25 02
Over-payment, 1 00
Interest Collected, 52 52
----------------$ 4,041 76
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, $ 860 94
Abatements, 103 35
Receipt Shown as having previously paid, 3 00
Persons claiming to have paid, 36 88
\
1
----------------$ 1,004 17
BALANCE OF 1927 UNCOLLECTED TAXES 9 $ 3,037 59
1926
Balance as per previous Audit, $ 4,698 78
Taxes not previously listed, 3 00
Interest Collected, 22 27
----------------$ 4,724 05
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, $ 352 78
Abatements, 276 96
Receipts Shown as having previously paid, 37 00
Persons claiming to have paid, 248 84
----------------$ 915 58
BALANCE OF 1926 UNCOLLECTED TAXES, $ 3,808 47
1925
Balance as per previous Audit, $ 3,044 91
Overpayment, 1 00
Interest Collected, 33 36
---------------- $ 3,079 27
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, $ 243 81
Abatements, 37 66
Receipts Shown as having previously paid, 29 84
Persons claiming to have paid, 252 73
---------------- $ 564 04
BALANCE OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES FOR 1925, $ 2,515 23
1924
Balance as per previous Audit, 
Corrections of previous listing,
Interest Collected,
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, 
Abatements,
$ 1,303 72
3 00 
8 08
--------------------$ 1,314 80
104 92 
32 27
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Receipts Shown as having previously paid, 18 80
Persons claiming to have paid, 71 80
— $ 227 79
BALANCE OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES FOR 1924, $ 1,087 01
1923
Balance as per previous Audit, $ 2,457 08
Interest Collected, 2 54
— $ 2,459 62
Treasurer’s Receipts Shown, 62 46
Abatements, 9 90
Receipts Shown as having previously paid, 15 07
Persons claiming to have paid, 62 65
— $ 150 08
BALANCE OF UNCOLLECTED TAXES FOR 1923, $ 2,309 54
SUMMARY OF SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS
1926, $ 85 37
1927, 114 00
1928, 393 56
1929, 817 45
Total Outstanding Assessments, $ 1,410 38
ANALYSIS OF SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS
1929
Commitment for 1929, $ 2,980 15
Treasurer’s Receipts, $ 2,053 52
Abatement H. W. Hall, 109 18
— $ 2,162 70
Balance Outstanding for 1929, $ 817 45
1928
Outstanding as per Auditor’s Report, $ 532 82
Treasurer’s Receipts, 139 26
Balance Outstanding for 1928, $ 393 56
1927
Outstanding as per Auditor’s Report, $ 214 47
Treasurer’s Receipts, 100 47
Balance Outstanding for 1927, $ 114 00
1926
Outstanding as per Auditor’s Report, $ 308 84
Treasurer’s Receipts, $ 68 60
Receipts shown as having paid, 47 92
Claim to have paid, Josephine Rafferty, 51 67
C. F. Kimball, 55 28
— $ 223 47
Balance Outstanding for 1926, $ 85 37
CITY 'OF AUBURN 45-
ANALYSIS OF TAX DEEDS
Balance as per Auditor’s Report, Dec. 31, 1928, $ 10,126 63
/Tax Deed not previously listed, 5 73
Deeds purchased in 1929, 8,708 79
$ 18,841 15
Less Monies received for Deeds in 1929, $ 6,373 54
Affidavits and Abatements, 792 55
Correction of 1928 List, 45 25
Receipts Shown, 96 07
Persons claiming to have paid, 212 67
$ 7,520 08
BALANCE OF TAX DEEDS OUTSTANDING
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1929, $ 11,321 07
REPRESENTED AS FOLLOWS:
Year
1912, $ 4 57
1913, 27 93
1914, 28 17
1915, 71 23
1916, 75 33
1917, 135 32
1918, 129 29
1919, 238 46
1920, 146 16
1921, 253 51
1922, 415 69
1923, 383 37
1924, 739 94
1925, 1,240 08
1926, 857 51
1927, 2,162 74
1928, 4,411 77
$ 11,321 07
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LAND AND BUILDINGS
GENERAL
Land Buildings Total
Alarm Station, $ 13,610 00 $ 13,610 00
Armory, $ 3,500 00 4,500 00 8,000 00
Auburn Hall, 12,000 00 38,000 00 50,000 00
Central Fire Station, 12,000 00 18,000 00 30,000 00
City Building, 20,000 00 20,000 00 40,000 00
City Farm, 7,500 00 12,500 00 20,000 00
City Farm Piggery, 4,030 00 4,030 00
Goff Hill Fire Station, 1,000 00 4,000 00 5,000 00
Gravel Pits, 16,925 00 16,925 00
Land on Eighth Street, 200 00 200 00
Land on Main St. South of Grand
Trunk, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Land and Building on No. River
Road, 1,000 00 1,600 00 2,600 00
Library, 12,000 00 35,000 00 47,000 00
New Auburn Fire Station, 2,000 00 2,400 00 4,400 00
New Auburn Park, 1,500 00 1,500 00
One-third Interest in Park, Cor-
ner C o u r t  and Railroad
Streets, 2,000 00 2,000 00
Park Land, Cleveland Avenue, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Pettengill Park, 6,500 00 6,500 00
Supt. of Streets, Office and
Tenement, 2,000 00 3,600 00 5,600 00
Troy Street Stables, 1,500 00 4,000 00 5,500 00
$103,625 00 $161,240 00 $264,865 00
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SCHOOL PROPERTY 
Land Buildings Total
Chamberlain School, $ 9,200 00 $ 24,000 00 $ 33,200 00
Danville Junction School, 25 00 1,500 00 1,525 00
East Auburn School, 1,500 00 18,250 00 19,750 00
Franklin School, 1,200 00 9,000 00 10,200 00
Edward Little High School, 11,600 00 211,000 00 222,600 00
Lincoln School, 1,000 00 10,000 00 11,000 00
Merrill Hill School, 800 00 8,000 00 8,800 00
Webster School, 27,314 00 100,000 00 127,314 00
Park Hill School, 500 00 5,000 00 5,500 00
Washburn School, 3,700 00 20,000 00 23,700 00
Washington Street School, 35 00 2,600 00 2,635 00
Gowell School, 1,000 00 500 00 1,500 00
West Auburn School, 25 00 1,500 00 1,525 00
Eveleth School, 25 00 1,200 00 1,225 00
Haskell’s Corner School, 50 00 1,200 00 1,250 00
Hotel Road School, 25 00 2,500 00 2,525 00
Jordan School, 25 00 800 00 825 00
Littlefield Corner School, 35 00 2,000 00 2,035 00
North Auburn School, 35 00 1,500 00 1,535 00
Penley’s Corner School, 25 00 3,500 00 3,525 00
Plummer School, 25 00 1,600 00 1,625 00
Rowe’s Corner School, 50 00 3,500 00 3,550 00
Wilson School, 3,500 00 10,000 00 13,500 00
Lake Street School, 8,601 00 90,000 00 98,601 00
Poland Road Lot, 2,875 00 2,875 00
Marston’s Corner School, 325 00 2,500 00 2,825 00
Perkins Ridge School, 100 00 3,770 00 3,870 00
Stevens Mills School, 1,800 00 20,000 00 21,800 00
Unused School Property, 110 00 700 00 810 00
$ 75,505 00 
SUMMARY
General Property,
School Property,
TOTAL LAND AND BUILDINGS,
$556,120 00 $631,625
$264,865
631,625
$896,490
00
00
00
00
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MOVABLE PROPERTY
Equipment Supplies Total
Administration Offices, $ 1,078 00 $ 137 00 $ 1,215 00
Charities—Adm. Offices, 47 00 32 00 79 00
Charities—City Farm, 7,682 36 . 2,254 87 9,937 23
Education, 35,088 50 22,510 00 57,598 50
Elections, 801 50 10 00 811 50
Electrical Department
Alarm Station, 15,359 87 74 50 15,434 37
Fire Alarm Svstem, 18,490 44 78 65 18,569 09
Police Alarm System, 5,302 00 43 00 5,345 00
Forestry Department, 286 00 50 00 336 00
Engineering, 485 50 12 30 497 80
Finance and Accounts, 990 35 100 00 1,090 35
Fire Department, 49,418 60 92 23 49,510 83
General Government Property, 673 60 265 65 939 25
Health Department, 1,108 40 73 75 1,182 15
Highway Department, 46,854 95 322 60 47,177 55
Municipal Blacksmith, 730 00 306 25 1,036 25
Municipal Court, 278 05 76 50 354 55
Police Department, 6,198 37 10 55 6,208 92
Sealer of Weights and Measures, 208 00 5 10 213 10
$191,081 49 $226,454 95 $217,536 44
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS
Additions or Dec. 31,
Dec. 31, 1928 Deductions 1929
Bridges
North Bridge 37c/r , $ 57,275 00 $ 57,275 00
South Bridge, 24,460 00 24,460 00
Little Androscoggin Iron
Bridge, 4,278 00 4,278 00
Oakdale Bridge, 3,128 00 3,128 00
Littlefield’s Bridge, 7,000 00 — $ 1,100 00 5,900 00
Lake Auburn Outlet Bridge, 1,500 00 1,500 00
$ 97,641 CO —$ 1,1C0 00 $ 96,541 00
Concrete Culvert—Dennison
Street, $ 13,300 00 $ 13,300 00
Concrete Culvert — Crvstal
Spring, 11,200 00 11,200 00
Granite Curbing in Place, 43,897 24 43,897 24
Pavements
Bituminous Macadam, 180,390 65 —$ 18,039 06 162,351 59
Grouted Granite Block, 72,320 48 72,320 48
Sand Filled Granite Block, 31,347 13 31,347 13
Brick, 85,945 22 — 23,317 28 62,627 94
$536,041 72 —$ 42,456 34 $493,585 38
Sidewalks \
Tar, $ 25,000 00 —$ 2,500 00 $ 22,500 00
Brick, 27,000 00 — 2,700 00 24,300 00
Cement, 89,965 78 +  1,815 65 91,781 43
$678,007 50 -- $  45,840 69
TOTAL HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS, $632,166 81
MUNICIPAL SINKING FUND
Balance, December 31, 1928,
Interest Received,
Amount Appropriated in 1929, •
i
/
The above amount is deposited as follows:
National Shoe & Leather Bank, Book No. 3841, 
Auburn Savings Bank, Book No. 35190,
CITY OF AUBURN 49
$ 27,669 84 
1,359 11 
13,600 00
$42,628 95
$28,487 17 
14,141 78
$42,628 95
MUNICIPAL NOTES PAYABLE
MUNICIPAL BUILDING NOTES
Date Holder
5-1-20 Charles Horbury
Rate
5%
Due Date
5-1-30
5-1-31
5-1-32
Amount
$ 1,000 00 
1,000 00 
1,000 00
$ 3,000 00 i
CITY OF AUBURN FIRE NOTES 
11-1-22 Cushman-Hollis Co. 4% , 11-1-30 $ 3,000 0(fcM, 11-1-30 
11-1-31 3,000 00
-$ 6,000 00
6-1-27
EAST AUBURN SCHOOL NOTES 
Cushman-IIollis Co. 4% 6-1-30
6-1-31
6-1-32
6-1-33
$ 3,000 0
3.000 00
3.000 00
3.000 00
- $  12,000 00
CRYSTAL SPRING BRIDGE AND DENNISON STREET 
9-3-29 Frank W. Winter 5% 1-3-30 $10,000 00
-$  10,000
MUNICIPAL BONDS PAYABLE
Refunding Loan
4 % due July 1, 1930,
4 %  due July 1, 1931,
Refunding and School Loan
4 %  due July 1, 1932,
Webster Grammar School Loan 
4 %  due July 1, 1936,
4 %  due July 1, 1941,
4 % due Jan. 1, 1946,
4 %  due Jan. 1, 1951,
10.000 o o -  Ay
13.000 00
$ 70,000 00
23,000 00
V
’k
J
$ 70,000 00 V
25.000 00
25.000 00
25.000 00
25.000 00
-$ 100,000 00 u/
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School Loan
4 % due Nov. 1, 1930, $ 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1931, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1932, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1933, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1934, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1935, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1936, 5,000 00
4 % duo Nov. 1, 1937, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1938, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1939, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1940, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1941, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1942, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1943, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1944, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1945, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1946, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1947, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1948, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1949, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1950, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1951, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1952, 5,000 00
4 % due Nov. 1, 1953, 5,000 00
Consolidated Bonds
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
4 % due
Aug.
-$ 120,000 00
1, 1930, $ 2,600 0 0 ^ -
1, 1931, 2,600 00
1, 1932, 2,600 00.
1, 1933, 2,600 00
1, 1934, 2,600 00
1, 1935, 2,600 00
1, 1936, 2,600 00
1, 1937, 2,600 00
1, 1938, 2,600 00
1, 1939, 2,600 00
1, 1940, 2,600 00
1, 1941, 2,600 00
1, 1942, 2,600 00
1, 1943, 2,600 00 , , u
1, 1944, 2,600 00 1^1 c
1, 1945, 2,600 00 J  I
— $ 41,600 00
Dennison St. Bridge and Crystal Spring Cut Off 
4% due September 1, 1929 and each year 
thereafter to September 1, 1953 inclusive 
payable $1000.00 each year,
Debt incurred by purchase of Water Works, on 
which interest is paid by Auburn Water 
Commissioner,’s Water Loan: 4%  due
/. 0 0 0 *  .
Jan. 20, 1933, $
ding and Pavement Loan /Clj
4 % %  due Jan. 1, 1930, $ 6,000 00 QW,
4% %  due Jan. 1, 1931, 6,000 00
4 1/> %  due Jan. 1, 1932, 6,000 00
4M>% due Jan. 1, 1933, 6,000 00
4% %  due Jan. 1, 1934, 6,000 00
24,000 00
30,000 00 S
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4V-2 %  due Jan. 1, 1935, 6,000 00
4% %  due Jan. 1, 1936, 6,000 00
4% %  due Jan. 1, 1937, 6,000 00
4% %  due Jan. 1, 1938, 6,000 00 5V  -
i 4% %  due Jan. 1, 1939, 6,000 00
/ --------------------$ 60,000 00
Highway Bonds
4Vi% Bonds due July 15, 1930, $ 2,000 00 '
4% %  Bonds due July 15, 1931, 2,000 00
4% %  Bonds due July 15, 1932, 2,000 00
4*4% Bonds due July 15, 1933, 2,000 00
4% %  Bonds due July 15, 1934, 2,000 00
4i/4% Bonds due July 15, 1935, 3,000 00
4V4% Bonds due July 15, 1936, 3,000 00
4V4% Bonds due July 15, 1937, 3,000 00
414% Bonds due July 15, 1938, 3,000 00
414% Bonds due July 15, 1939, 3,000 00 r
------------------- $ 25,000 00
Edward Little High School Bonds
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1930, — $ 6,000 00, — j  1) 0 0 *- (/ &
4i/4% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1931, 6,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1932, 6,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1933, 6,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1934, 6,000 00
4 Vi % Bonds due Aug. 1, 1935, 6,000 00
4V4% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1936, 6,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1937, 6,000 00
4V4% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1938, 6,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1939, 6,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1940, 7,000 00
4Vi% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1941, 7,000 00
4Vi% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1942, 7,000 00
4%%' Bonds due Aug. 1, 1943, 7,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1944, 7,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1945, 7,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1946, 7,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1947, 7,000 00
4Vi% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1948, 7,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1949, 7,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1950, 7,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1951, 7,000 00
4% %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1952, 7,000 00
4Vi% Bonds duo Aug. 1, 1953, 7,000 00
414% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1954, 7,000 00
4 % %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1955, 7,000 00
4J4 %  Bonds due Aug. 1, 1956, 7,000 00
4 Vi % Bonds due Aug. 1, 1957, 7,000 00 , /
4Vi% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1958, 7,000 00 J  •—
4Vi% Bonds due Aug. 1, 1959, 7,000 00
--------------------$ 200,000 00
Total Bonded Indebtedness, $ 693,600 00
We wish to thank the City Manager, Auditor, and Tax Collector for 
their splendid co-operation throughout our examination and
We HEREBY CERTIFY, that subject to comments herein made, in 
our opinion, the statements^herein submitted, correctly reflect the 
conditions of the City of Auburn as of December 31, 1929, and its 
operations for the year ending with that date.
Signed,
ERNEST M. SHAPIRO & CO.
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